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Abstract — Work engagement has become a very important variable for organizations lately because of its relationship to employee performance, employee satisfaction and financial benefits. There are factors that encourage work engagement, namely employment and personal resources. Employment resources include the perceived organizational support and personal resources including self-efficacy. So in this study, to seen the effect of perceived organizational support and self-efficacy toward work engagement on nurses. The subjects in this study were the nurse population at Materna Hospital. Methods of data collection using the Likert scale, the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) modification scale, the General Self Efficacy modification scale, and the Survey of Perceived Organizational Support (SPOS) modification scale. From the results of the study obtained data that the perceived organizational support and self-efficacy together affect work engagement by 33.6% and partially self-efficacy (15.92%) is more influential than the perceived organizational support (13.69%).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Work engagement has become a very important variable for organizations lately because of its relationship to employee performance, employee satisfaction and financial benefits (Baker, Albercht and Peiter, 2011). Employees who are bound will generate positive rewards for the company. Even though they are tired of working all day, their fatigue will be associated with the pleasure of working. Employees who are bound will work because working is something fun.

Baker and Demerouti (2008), revealed that there are factors that encourage work engagement, namely employment and personal resources. Job resources include support from colleagues and leaders, feedback from performance, diversity of skills, independence and opportunities for learning. Personal resources are defined as people who have positive self-evaluation related to resilience and the ability of individuals to control their own environment. Employees who are engage to the company have personal resources such as optimism, self-efficacy, self-esteem, resilience, and active coping style to help them control the environment and have an impact on their success (Baker and Demerouti, 2008).

Research conducted by Dasgupta (2016) in Calcutta on nurses in private hospitals found that work engagement was strongly influenced positively by perceived organizational support, leadership, coworkers and friendship at work. Nurses in India don’t like doctors and administration much. The leadership in this study focused more on group commitments that had a positive effect on work engagement. Vegsund (2014) conducted a study on work engagement to nurses in various hospitals in Norway. Engagement to nurses in Norway is strongly influenced by the leadership and workload. Social support from
supervisors can make nurses more engaged perceive while workload negatively influences work engagement. From the above research we can see that work resources such as work feedback, work autonomy, perceived organizational support, work colleagues and leadership have a positive effect on work engagement.

Salanova, Lorente, Chambel and Martinez (2011), in their research found that the role of nurse leaders in Spain needs extra performance to improve the efficacy of hospitals which will increase the self-efficacy of each nurse. The role of leadership with self-efficacy as mediation can increase nurses' work engagement. While the role of leadership can directly increase the work engagement of nurses. Simone, Planta, and Cicotto (2018) research on nurses in Cagliari, Italy found that self-efficacy; work engagement and high job satisfaction can reduce turnover intentions and can increase patient satisfaction when treated by nurses. Perez-Fuentes, Jurado, Martin, Marquez, Martinez and Linares (2018) in a study with nurses in Almeira, Spain also found a positive relationship between work engagements with self-efficacy and negatively associated with stress.

Brunetto, Xerri, Shriberg, Farr-Wharton, Shaclock, Newman, and Dieger (2015) conducted a study of nurses by comparing nurses in the United States with those in Australia. Brunetto, et al (2015) found that nurses in Australia thought that leaders could be mediators who were part of management support. Whereas nurses in America assume management will provide everything needed and the leader has the role of leader. However, company management both in Australia and in America feels that well-being in the workplace is a benchmark of organizational commitment and can reduce intentions for turnover. Perceived organizational support and group collaboration also serve as benchmarks for work engagement. Yáñez and Figueroa (2011), found that employees who were satisfied with their work would feel that they were psychologically prosperous and could feel organizational support. Research by Pannacio and Vandenberghe (2009), results that there is a positive relationship between perceived organizational support and well-being, followed by high organizational commitment. Ni and Wang (2015) see that there is a relationship between perceived organizational support and employee psychological well-being. This happens because employees think that they will receive a reward for their work and think the company will pay attention to their welfare. Bahestifar and Zare (2012) also found that perceptions of organizational support affect employee attitudes toward the organization. If employees think there is organizational support it will affect job satisfaction and reduce employees who leave.

Eisenberger, Rexwinkel, Arneli, Rhoades and Lynch (2001), found that the perceived organizational support can increase affective commitment, work performance and job satisfaction. Perceived organizational support also has a negative relationship with negative facets of well-being, such as role-stress and role-conflict (Stamper and Johlke, 2003). Stamper and Johlke (2003), stated the perceived organizational support has a negative relationship to role conflict and role ambiguity in work. This means that the higher the role ambiguity, the lower the perceived organizational support and the higher the role conflict, the lower the perceived organizational support perceived. Research conducted by Gupta, Agarwal, and Khatri (2016) on nurses in India during 2013 to 2014 found that perceived organizational support would increase job outcomes such as work commitment, work engagement and a sense of ownership of nurses. Kou (2012), also concluded that the perceived organizational support will increase ownership, commitment to the organization which ultimately increases their work engagement.

Nurses at Materna General Hospital are divided into work shifts. Several studies have shown the effect of work shifts on physical and psychological fatigue and can also increase stress experienced by nurses. Research conducted by Susanti (2017) shows the influence of work shifts with fatigue experienced by nurses. The same thing was also found in Anastasia's study (2015), work shifts affect the level of fatigue in nurses. Hadiyani's research results (2015) also showed the effect of differences in work shifts with the level of stress experienced by nurses. Nurses with night shift work have higher stress levels compared to nurses in the morning and afternoon shifts; and afternoon shift nurses have higher stress levels than morning shift nurses. The impact of fatigue and stress experienced by nurses will certainly affect how they enjoy their work. The nurse's self-efficacy ability is absolutely necessary in providing nursing services. So far, at the Materna General Hospital there have been nurses who resigned because the position of the assignment was not as expected.

Reducing the impact of fatigue and stress should be able to do with the existence of uniform organizational support for nurses. The organizational support received by nurses at the Materna General Hospital so far has been in terms of income. Special income for nurses at Materna General Hospital is uneven. This might have an impact on the lack of perceived organizational support received by nurses. From
the description above, the problem that will be raised in this study is whether there is an influence between the perceived organizational support and self-efficacy on work engagement in nurses at Materna General Hospital.

II. OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

The main objective of this research is to find the effect of perceived organizational support and self-efficacy on work engagement among nurses at Matern General Hospital.

This research was conducted on 65 nurses at Materna General Hospital, in Medan, Indonesia, consisting of 65 female nurses with an age range of 22 - 65 years. Data is collected by distributing research instruments in the form of modification of Utrecht Well-Being Survey, modification of Survey of Perceived Organizational Support and modification of General Self-Efficacy scale. The scale used is a Likert scale with six answer choices. Measurement of instrument validation through professional judgment. Validity, reliability, and multiple linear regression analyzes were performed using the IBM SPSS 24 program.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

There are three hypotheses in this study, namely: H1 = there is an influence between perceived organizational support on work engagement on nurses; H2 = there is an influence between self-efficacy on work engagement on nurses; and H3 = there is an influence between perceived organizational support and self-efficacy on work engagement among nurses at Materna General Hospital.

Before the research data is processed for hypothesis testing, first classical assumption tests are performed which show the results that the data used meet the parametric statistical principles. The results of the multiple regression analysis show that for the first hypothesis (H1) where there is an influence between perceived organizational supports on work engagement, this hypothesis can be accepted. This can be seen from the significant value (p = 0.001 <0.05) and also the value of F arithmetic (18.898)> F table (3.99) with a large influence or coefficient of determination (R) of 23.1% so that it can be said that there is a positive influence which is partially significant between perceived organizational support to work engagement, meaning that the higher the perceived organizational support of nurse, the higher work engagement nurses.

The third hypothesis (H3) where there is an influence between perceived organizational support and self-efficacy on work engagement on nurses at Materna General Hospital, this hypothesis can be accepted. The results show that the significance value (p = 0,000 <0.05), and the calculated F value (15.674)> F table (3.14) the perceived organizational support and self-efficacy has an influence on work engagement, then the amount of influence or coefficient of determination (R2) of 0,336 means perceived organizational support and self-efficacy affects work engagement by 33.6% while the remaining 66.4% is influenced by other factors not examined in this study.

Based on the description above shows that there is a significant positive effect partially between perceived organizational supports to work engagement where the higher the perceived organizational support, the higher the work engagement carried out by nurses. If it refers to the opinion of Eisenberger and Rhoades (2002) which states that the perceived organizational support means the extent to which the organization can assess employee contributions and pay attention to their welfare. So, we can make sense that nurses feel that management assesses their contribution to the hospital is still moderate and nurses feel that management still does not pay attention to the level of welfare of nurses.

Description above shows that there is a significant positive effect partially between self-efficacy to work engagement where the higher the self-efficacy, the higher the work engagement carried out by nurses. High self-efficacy in nurses will make the ability and readiness to work on nursing tasks can be better in its completion. As according to Bandura (1997) self-efficacy is a belief in the ability possessed to carry out a series of tasks required. The majority of nurses who have high self-efficacy will have an impact on employee work engagement. High self-efficacy will make nurses have the readiness or ability to do the tasks they have. This is in line with the dimension of work engagement, vigor, which is endurance in doing tasks and dedication in running tasks.

The results also showed that there was a simultaneously significant positive relationship between perceived organizational support and self-efficacy with work
engagement nurses. Baker and Demerouti (2008) say that the factors that influence a person's work engagement are work and personal resources. Employment resources include things that are at work such as the work environment, superiors, and social support. While personal resources include self-efficacy, confidence, optimism, and self-esteem. This perceived of organizational support can still be improved by taking into account the dimensions of perceived organizational support. The management must be able to create justice for all nurses by sharing the workload of all available nurse resources fairly. Besides that, the management must be able to attend and be felt by nurses through the leaders in the hospital management. The support and attention from the leadership will increase the nurse's work engagement. What is still possible can be done is to improve working conditions so that it is more comfortable for nurses and also by increasing the welfare of nurses.

Personal resources that are performance, including self-efficacy, are factors inherent in every nurse. This will be difficult to improve because it is an internal factor in everyone. From the results of this study the majority already have high self-efficacy scores. In the future, the management can pay attention to this aspect of self-efficacy in the recruitment of new nurses.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the analysis it can be concluded that there is a perceived of organizational support influences the work engagement of nurses at Materna Hospital. A positive perceived of organizational support will increase work engagement. Self-efficacy affects the work engagement of Materna Hospital nurses. Positive self-efficacy will increase work performance. The perceived of organizational support and self-efficacy together influence the work engagement of Matena Hospital nurses. The perceived of high organizational support and high self-efficacy can increase work engagement.
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